
‘What could we do with a 
fragment of the wild?’  

Year 1  ~ Summer Project  



Project on a page - Summer

Project Summary: Project Launch: SOLE Questions:

Chn will explore the effects of human influences on our environment and access a creative 
curriculum through the use of the inspiring text ‘Varmints’ by Helen Ward and Marc Craste.

Derived from the children’s interests.

Industry Experts: Outdoor Learning Links: Culture & Diversity: Career/ Entrepreneurial Opportunities: 

-Virtual Gardening Lessons
- Virtual Artist meetings?
- RSPB meet

- To plan alongside M.E to ensure 
Forest Links with project.

-R.E - What can we find out about Buddha? - Gardening
- Fundraising Opportunities

Mini Outcome 1: 
Dates: wc. 12.4.21 - 26.4.21 

Curriculum Areas: Science and Literacy Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Instructions: How to Grow a Sunflower

Linking to the text ‘Varmints’, chn to explore the notion that the world is covered in plants and we need them to live through the Year 1 Sci NC - Plants. Through enquiry-based learning, they will grow their very 
own sunflower. 

Mini Outcome 2: 
Dates: wc. 3.5.21 - 24.5.21

Curriculum Areas: Art - 3D work and Drawing   Artist: Georgia O’Keefe Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Observational Drawings: Nature

Linking to the text ‘Varmints’, chn to create their own flower pot to plant their sunflower seed. To draw inspiration for the ‘Year 1 Garden’ from nature and observational artists and create some observational 
drawings.

Mini Outcome 3: 
Dates: wc. 7.6.21 - wc. 5.7.21

Curriculum Areas: Geography Peer Critique & Multiple Drafting: Wish tag - Materials used - waterproof etc?

Linking to the text ‘Varmints’, chn to think of a wish or aspiration for their transition to Year 2. Chn to attach this to their sunflower and watch as it grows over the Summer.

Year  - Medium Term Plan 



Literacy 

Genre: Non-Fiction - Instructions
Weeks: wc. 12.4.21-26.4.21

Starting Piece stimulus/purpose: How to Make a Jam Sandwich - Make and Write
Independent Piece stimulus/purpose: Chn to write a set of instructions on ‘How to 
Grow a Sunflower’ in order to grow their own for revamped Year 1 Outdoor Area.
WAGOLL(s) theme/topic: How to Grow Cress Seeds

Key vocabulary for the unit
Vocabulary to be explicitly taught throughout the unit in Literacy/basic skills 
time.
Lighthouse words: first; next; after that; then; so
Project/unit/theme specific: commands; bossy verbs; steps; follow; title; 
instruction

Key texts to be used
- Series of instructions differing from basic to more complex to read.

Reading Skills to focus on during the unit: 
Whole school focus skill: 

- Sequencing and Summarising 

Additional skills identified from assessments (PIRAs, formative assessment etc): 
- Texts to be used to match developing Phonics knowledge and growing 

comprehension skills

Reading strategies to focus on: 
- VIP words strategy

-

Spelling rules/patterns taught during the unit
- See Spelling Lists Sum 1 - focus on HFW’s



Literacy 

Genre: Poetry: Seasonal (brought forward from Spring Term)
Weeks: wc. 3.5.21 - 17.5.21

Starting Piece stimulus/purpose: Discussion around what poetry is to the chn.
Independent Piece stimulus/purpose: Chn to create a seasonal poem to describe the 
season of Spring.
WAGOLL(s) theme/topic: Weather, Summer Time, Winter Morning

Key vocabulary for the unit
Vocabulary to be explicitly taught throughout the unit in Literacy/basic skills 
time.
Lighthouse words: like (simile); as (simile); same; different; less; more
Project/unit/theme specific: season; winter; autumn; spring; summer; title

Key texts to be used
- Weather
- Summer Time
- Winter Morning

Reading Skills to focus on during the unit: 
Whole school focus skill: 

- Sequencing and Summarising 

Additional skills identified from assessments (PIRAs, formative assessment etc): 
- Texts to be used to match developing Phonics knowledge and growing 

comprehension skills.

Reading strategies to focus on: 
- VIP words strategy

Spelling rules/patterns taught during the unit
- See Spelling Lists Sum 1 - focus on HFW’s



Literacy 

Genre: Poetry: List Poem
Weeks: wc. 7.6.21 - 14.6.21

Starting Piece stimulus/purpose: Share text ‘Underneath my Bed: List Poems’ by 
Brian P Cleary - Chn to pick a colour and create own list poem.
Independent Piece stimulus/purpose: Chn to use their knowledge of Summer to 
create a list poem of what they would pack in a suitcase if they were going on a 
Summer Holiday.
WAGOLL(s) theme/topic: To choose from ‘Underneath my Bed: List Poems’ by Brian 
P Cleary

Key vocabulary for the unit
Vocabulary to be explicitly taught throughout the unit in Literacy/basic skills 
time.
Lighthouse words: 
Project/unit/theme specific: Repetition; sentence; capital letter; full stop; 
title; list

Key texts to be used
- ‘Underneath my Bed: List Poems’
- My Lunch
- Red Boots

Reading Skills to focus on during the unit: 
Whole school focus skill: 

- Predicting

Additional skills identified from assessments (PIRAs, formative assessment etc): 
- Texts to be used to match developing Phonics knowledge and growing 

comprehension skills - language rich.

Reading strategies to focus on: 
- I Wonder, Inference and Background Knowledge

Spelling rules/patterns taught during the unit
- See Spelling Lists Sum 2 - link to these.



Literacy 
Genre: Poetry: Narrative: Wishing Tale Story
Weeks: wc. 21.6.21 - 5.7.21

Starting Piece stimulus/purpose: To write down their own wish.
Independent Piece stimulus/purpose: To create their own wishing tale to give 
context to their wishes/aspirations added to their growing own sunflower.
WAGOLL(s) theme/topic: A selection of Wishing Tales

Key vocabulary for the unit
Vocabulary to be explicitly taught throughout the unit in Literacy/basic skills 
time.
Lighthouse words: looks like; then; after that; next
Project/unit/theme specific: wish; true; believe; hope; difficult; character; 
wish; difficulty

Key texts to be used
- The Three Wishes
- How to Catch a Star
- The Wish Tree
- Pinocchio

Reading Skills to focus on during the unit: 
Whole school focus skill: 

- Vocabulary and impact on the reader/evaluation

Additional skills identified from assessments (PIRAs, formative assessment etc): 
- Texts to be used to match developing Phonics knowledge and growing 

comprehension skills - language rich.

Reading strategies to focus on: 
- Visualise, Breakdown and Repair, I Wonder

Spelling rules/patterns taught during the unit
- See Spelling Lists Sum 2 - link to these.



Maths  - S Plans (add a screenshot) 



Maths  - S Plans (add a screenshot) 



Weekly Homework: - Homeschool Reading Books
- Spellings
- Maths - Counting forwards and backwards in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s

Project 
Please click on this link and listen to the story ‘Varmints’ by Helen Ward and Marc Craste, all your Project homework will link to this text.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTabLcoZ5Vo

Imagine you were a 
Varmint! What 

would you look like? 
Would you be the 

same as in the book 
or different?

Can you draw a 
picture and write a 

sentence to 
describe yourself?

Imagine you were a 
Varmint! What little 
piece of wilderness 
would you like to 
nurture (grow)?

Can you draw a 
picture or do some 
gardening and grow 

your choice?

Can you search your 
house for a story 

that includes 
nature?

Can you record 
yourself reading 
your favourite 

page?

Can you design your 
very own watering 
can? Could it be 

magical?

Can you draw a 
picture and label it 
to tell us all about 

your design?

Can you tell us 5 
things you can do to 

help save the 
planet?

Can you be as 
creative as 
possible?

Is it true that we 
need bees to 

survive?

Can you tell us all 
you know about 

this? Be as creative 
as possible!

Can you write a 
book review about 

the story ‘Varmints’ 
by Helen Ward and 
Marc Craste? We 

would love to know 
what you think?

Remember to upload your work to Seesaw! 

Half Termly Homework Grid 

Year 1
Summer 2021

This term our project is all about the text ‘Varmints’ by Helen Ward and Marc Craste . The enquiry question we are trying to answer is ‘What could we do with a fragment of the 
wild?’ 
Here are your homework challenges for this term.  Each task will help you to develop different skills and learn new knowledge which will help you answer the ‘big question’. 
Please choose 1 activity per week, be as creative as possible!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KTabLcoZ5Vo

